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Introduction

F ORMATION flight of multiple aircraft has been an active re-
search topic for many years. For the classical lead–follower

configuration, when the follower is properly positioned with re-
spect to the lead, the drag on the follower aircraft can be remarkably
reduced due to strong wingtip vortices generated by the lead aircraft.
Such close-formation flight configurations can lead to reduction in
fuel consumption and, thus, an increase in flight range. Previous
formation flight of a pair of Dryden F/A-18s shows a 20% drag
reduction and 18% fuel saving.1

The high efficiency of close-formation flight relies on accurate
relative position control between the follower and the lead aircraft,
especially under the effect of coupled aerodynamics. Many control
strategies have been proposed to treat close-formation flight with
consideration of coupled aerodynamics.2,3

In this Note, a motion synchronization control strategy is pro-
posed to synchronize the relative position tracking motion between
multiple follower aircraft. The NASA–Hallock–Burnham vortex
profile is adopted to calculate the vortex-induced forces and mo-
ments. The autopilot models of the followers are modified with
consideration of the coupled aerodynamics. Finally, the simulation
results demonstrate the effectiveness and performance improvement
with the proposed control method.

Vortex-Induced Aerodynamics
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of formation flight. As shown in

Fig. 1a, the formation geometry between the lead and follower air-
craft can be described by three relative coordinates: the longitudinal
separation x , the lateral separation y, and the vertical separation z.

The dynamics of aircraft in close-formation flight are much more
complicated when compared with the dynamics in free flight due to
aerodynamic interaction that arises from the vortex generated by the
lead. Because this formation flight phenomenon significantly alters
the follower dynamics, its effect has to be sufficiently captured in
modeling for controller design, to ensure reliable performance of
the control system in the real operating environment.

For close-formation flight, the impact of the longitudinal separa-
tion x on the induced forces and moments is much smaller than the
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lateral separation y and the vertical separation z (Ref. 3). Therefore,
we neglect the effect of the longitudinal separation x in vortex-
induced aerodynamics modeling without the loss of significance.
Furthermore, we assume that the lead and follower aircraft fly in
parallel almost all of the time and there is no attitude difference be-
tween them, or the difference is small enough to be tracked quickly.

The tangential velocity Vθ (r) is frequently used to model a vortex
in the rolled-up wake behind an aircraft. Here, we adopt the follow-
ing NASA–Hallock–Burnham profile because it correlates well with
experimental data (see Refs. 3 and 4):

Vθ (r) = (�/2πr)
[
r 2

/(
r 2 + r 2

c

)]
(1)

where r is the radius from the vortex center, rc is the core radius
of the vortex, � = Mg/ρV b0 is the circulation that describes the
vortex strength, Mg is the weight of aircraft, V is aircraft velocity,
ρ is the air density at flight altitude h, b is wingspan, and b0 = πb/4
is the displacement between the vortex pair.

Figure 1b shows the tangential velocities VRθ and VLθ of the
right and the left vortex, respectively, at point P . These tangential
velocities can be decomposed into upwash w and sidewash v. The
vortex-induced upwashw changes the velocity vector of the follower
aircraft. This change translates into an increase in the angle of attack
and, thus, the lift. Therefore, the upwash w leads to changes in lift
(�L), rolling moment (�R), and drag (�D) on the follower aircraft.
On the other hand, the sidewash v at the vertical tail generates a side
force (�SF). The changes in these force and moment coefficients,

a) Formation geometry

b) Vortex model

Fig. 1 Schematic of formation flight.
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Table 1 Parameters of F/A-18 class aircraft

Parameter Value Parameter Value

M , kg 10810 V , m/s 236.0
A, m2 37.16 h, m 12192
b, m 11.43 ρ, kg/m3 0.3031
cR , m 4.04 cT , m 1.68
AR 3.52 hz , m 2.7

�CL , �CR , �CD , and �CSF, can be calculated as follows:

�CL = �L

(1/2)ρV 2 A
= CLα

V A

∫ b

0

c(s)w(y + s, z) ds (2)

�CR = �R

(1/2)ρV 2 Ab
= CLα

V Ab

∫ b

0

c(s)w(y + s, z)

(
s − b

2

)
ds

(3)

�CD = �D

(1/2)ρV 2 A
= CL + �CL

V A

∫ b

0

c(s)w(y + s, z) ds (4)

�CSF = �SF

(1/2)ρV 2 A
= Cvt

V A

∫ hz

0

ctail(s)v(y, z + s) ds (5)

where the lift curve slope CLα = 5.67 is used,3 CL is the local lift
coefficient, c(s) is the chord distribution along the wing, A is the
wing area, Cvt is the lift curve slope of the vertical tail, hz is the tail
height, and ctail(s) is a width function of the vertical tail. Moreover,
the upwash w(y + s, z) and sidewash v(y, z + s) have the following
expressions:

w(y + s, z) = �

2π

[
y + s − b1

(y + s − b1)2 + z2 + r 2
c

− y + s − b2

(y + s − b2)2 + z2 + r 2
c

]
(6)

v(y, z + s) = �

2π

[
z + s

(y + πb/8)2 + (z + s)2 + r 2
c

− z + s

(y − πb/8)2 + (z + s)2 + r 2
c

]
(7)

with b1 = (1 + π/4)b/2 and b2 = (1 − π/4)b/2.
When an F/A-18 class aircraft pair in formation flight is con-

sidered Fig. 2 shows the induced force and moment coefficients.
The parameters of the aircraft are given in Table 1 and taken from
http://www.fas.org/man/dod-101/sys/ac/f-18.htm. The results show
that the optimal relative positions for maximal induced lift are
[yo, zo] = [±(1 + π/4)b/2, 0] = [±10.2 m, 0 m].

The upwash and sidewash also introduce changes in moments
on the follower aircraft, including the yawing moment, pitching
moment, and the rolling moment. The rolling moment model is
introduced here because it is one factor of stability, especially when
a large aircraft is followed by a smaller one. If the lead and follower
aircraft are the same type, such as the example of three F/A-18s in
this Note, flight tests show that the induced moments on the follower
are controllable.5

Aircraft Autopilot Models
Each aircraft in formation is equipped with a flight control system

that includes three-channel autopilots: Mach-hold, heading-hold,
and altitude-hold autopilots2:

V̇ = (1/τV )(Vc − V ) (8)

ψ̇ = (1/τψ)(ψc − ψ) (9)

ḧ = −[
1
/

τha + 1
/

τhb

]
ḣ − (

1
/

τha τhb

)
h + (

1
/

τha τhb

)
hc (10)

a) Vortex-induced lift coefficient

b) Vortex-induced rolling moment coefficient

c) Vortex-induced drag coefficient

d) Vortex-induced side force coefficient

Fig. 2 Vortex-induced force and moment coefficients.

where subscript c denotes the command for autopilot, ψ is the head-
ing angle, and τV , τψ , τha , and τhb are the aircraft velocity, heading
angle, and two altitude time constants.

These autopilot models make up the basic flight control system
for the lead and follower aircraft. They can be directly applied to the
lead aircraft. The outer-loop formation flight control system resides
on the follower aircraft. It receives measurements of the follower’s
position relative to the lead aircraft and drives the reference signals
of the follower’s three-channel autopilots. For the follower aircraft,
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the autopilot models need to be modified to take into account the
vortex-induced aerodynamic forces by the lead aircraft.

Models for the Follower Aircraft
Applying a similar modification process as that in Ref. 2, we get

the following modified autopilot models for the follower aircraft:

V̇F = (1/τV )(VFc − VF ) + (q A/M)�CDFy(y − yd) (11)

ψ̇F = (1/τψ)(ψFc − ψF )

+ (q A/MV )[�CSFy(y − yd) + �CSFz(z − zd)] (12)

ḧ F = −[
1
/

τha + 1
/

τhb

]
ḣ F − (

1
/

τha τhb

)
hF

+ (
1
/

τha τhb

)
hFc + (q A/M)�CL Fy(y − yd) (13)

where subscript F denotes the follower aircraft, q = ρV 2/2 is the dy-
namic pressure, and �CDFy , �CSFy , �CSFz , and �CL Fy are the sta-
bility derivatives evaluated at the optimal relative position [yo, zo].
When a design philosophy similar to that in Ref. 2 is obeyed, the
induced moments are not incorporated into the design of the outer-
loop formation-hold autopilots.

Kinematics for Close-Formation Flight
The kinematics between the follower and the lead aircraft are

governed by

ẋ = −yψ̇F − VF + VL cos eψ (14)

ẏ = xψ̇F + VL sin eψ (15)

where eψ = ψF − ψL is the heading angle error.
Substituting the autopilot models in Eqs. (11–13) into the kine-

matic equations, we can obtain the following six-dimensional non-
linear equations for the follower aircraft:

ẋ = −(y/τψ)(ψFc − ψF ) − (q A/MV )[�CSFy(y − yd)

+ �CSFz(z − zd)]y − VF + VL cos (ψF − ψL) (16)

ẏ = (x/τψ)(ψFc − ψF ) + (q A/MV )[�CSFy(y − yd)

+�CSFz(z − zd)]x + VL sin (ψF − ψL) (17)

V̇F = (1/τV )(VFc − VF ) + (q A/M)�CDFy(y − yd) (18)

ψ̇F = (1/τψ)(ψFc − ψF ) + (q A/MV )[�CSFy(y − yd)

+ �CSFz(z − zd)] (19)

ż = ξ (20)

ξ̇ = −[
1
/

τha + 1
/

τhb

]
ξ − (

1
/

τha τhb

)
z + (

1
/

τha τhb

)
hFc

+ (q A/M)�CL Fy(y − yd) − (
1
/

τha τhb

)
hLc (21)

where the control inputs of the lead aircraft, VL , ψL , and hLc, are
considered as disturbances.

Controller Design
A triangular formation-flight configuration, with one lead fol-

lowed by two followers at right-behind and left-behind, is consid-
ered. The control objectives become 1) to maintain the optimal rel-
ative positions between the follower and the lead aircraft to obtain
the maximal induced lift, even in the face of the lead maneuvers, and
2) to regulate the responses of two followers to achieve synchronous
tracking motion.

Linear Proportional–Integral Controller
The linear proportional–integral (PI) controller in Ref. 6 is em-

ployed for the tracking control of the follower aircraft. The controller

for the x/y channel contains a linear mixer on the x/y error signals
and proportional plus integral action. The z channel controller is a
standard PI controller driven by its tracking error. These controllers
are

VFci = Kxpi Exi + Kxii

∫ t

0

Exi dt (22)

ψFci = Kypi Eyi + Kyii

∫ t

0

Eyi dt (23)

hFci = Kzpi ezi + Kzii

∫ t

0

ezi dt + h0i (24)

with

Exi = kxi exi + kVi eVi Eyi = kyi eyi + kψi eψi (25)

where i denotes the i th follower aircraft, exi = xi − xdi , eyi =
yi − ydi , and ezi = zi − zdi are the relative position tracking errors,
eψi = ψFi − ψL is the heading angle tracking error; eVi = VFi − VL

is the velocity tracking error; Kxpi , Kxii , Kypi , Kyii , Kzpi , Kzii , kxi ,
kVi , kyi , and kψi are control gains; and h0i is the initial flight altitude.

Tracking with Synchronization
The cross-coupling concept, which was first introduced in Ref. 7,

is employed here to synchronize the relative position tracking mo-
tion of two follower aircraft.

First, the position synchronization errors are defined as follows:

εx1 = ex1 − ex2 , εx2 = ex2 − ex1 (26)

εy1 = ey1 − ey2 , εy2 = ey2 − ey1 (27)

εz1 = ez1 − ez2 , εz2 = ez2 − ez1 (28)

Then, the coupled position errors are formed to include both the
position tracking errors and the position synchronization errors:

e∗
xi

= exi + βxi εxi (29)

e∗
yi

= eyi + βyi εyi (30)

e∗
zi

= ezi + βzi εzi (31)

where βxi , βyi , and βzi are positive synchronization gains for the x ,
y, and z channels of the i th follower aircraft. Hence, the generalized

Fig. 3 Structure of control system.
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errors for the x and y channels will be

E∗
xi

= kxi e
∗
xi

+ kVi eVi E∗
yi

= kyi e
∗
yi

+ kψi eψi (32)

When Exi , Eyi , and ezi in Eqs. (22–24) are substituted by E∗
xi

,
E∗

yi
, and e∗

zi
, respectively, the following tracking synchronization

controllers are obtained:

VFci = Kxpi E∗
xi

+ Kxii

∫ t

0

E∗
xi

dτ (33)

Fig. 4 Formation flight control without synchronization.

Fig. 5 Formation flight control with synchronization.

ψFci = Kypi E∗
yi

+ Kyii

∫ t

0

E∗
yi

dτ (34)

hFci = Kzpi e
∗
zi

+ Kzii

∫ t

0

e∗
zi

dτ + h0i (35)

The overall structure of the proposed formation flight controller is
shown in Fig. 3. The position tracking errors of two follower aircraft
are fed to synchronization blocks to generate the coupled position
errors, which are mixed by the heading angle or velocity tracking
errors to form the final error signals for the PI controllers.
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Table 2 Vortex-induced stability derivatives

Derivative Follower 1 Follower 2

�CL Fy 0.0276 −0.0276
�CDFy 0.0033 0.0033
�CSFy 0.000849 0.000849
�CSFz 0.0018 −0.0018

Table 3 Controller gains for the follower aircraft

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Kxpi , /s 3.2 Kxii , /s2 0.3
Kypi , /m 5.5 Kyii , /ms 0.4
Kzpi 3.0 Kzii , /s 0.25
kxi −3.0 kVi , s 6.4
kyi −1.0 kψi 2.5

Simulation Results
Simulations are performed on the triangular close-formation

flight of 3 F/A-18 aircraft. The optimal positions [xo, yo, zo] = [50.0,
±10.2, 0 m] for maximal induced lift are chosen as the desired
relative positions for two follower aircraft to maintain. The longi-
tudinal separation is chosen for safety. The vortex-induced stability
derivatives and the controller gains are given in Tables 2 and 3, re-
spectively. The time constants for the follower 1 are chosen to be
τV = 6.0 s, τψ = 1.0 s, τha = 0.5 s, and τhb = 4.1 s, and 95% of those
values are applied to follower 2.

At the beginning, two follower aircraft fly in the optimal relative
positions with respect to the lead. At 10 s, the lead begins to execute
maneuvers: 1) the heading angle maneuvers from 0 to 0.524 rad
(30 deg) at a rate of 0.0524 rad/s and 2) the flight altitude changes
from 12,192 to 13,192 m at a vertical velocity of 100 m/s. Figure 4
shows the simulation results without synchronization strategy, that
is βxi , βyi , βzi = 0. Three relative positions and the aircraft velocity
achieve asymptotic tracking, although the obvious differences be-
tween the tracking errors of two followers can be observed. On the
other hand, Fig. 5 shows the simulation results with the synchro-
nization strategy, that is, βxi , βyi , βzi = 1. In this case, both follow-
ers achieve the asymptotic relative position tracking. In addition,
the differences between the relative position tracking errors of two
followers have been largely reduced. In other words, these two fol-

lowers form the close-formation flight with the lead aircraft in a
more “synchronized” pattern.

Conclusions
The linear synchronized PI controller was developed for the fol-

lower aircraft to track their optimal relative positions with respect
to the lead. The synchronized motion between two follower aircraft
was achieved by using the crossing-coupling concept. This syn-
chronization strategy was combined with the linear PI controller to
form an outer-loop synchronized tracking controller. Simulation re-
sults of three F/A-18s in a triangular formation flight demonstrated
the effectiveness and performance improvement with the proposed
synchronization strategy. In this Note, attention was confined to the
induced aerodynamic forces due to the outer-loop control structure.
Further work is being undertaken to include both the inner-loop and
the outer-loop controller design.
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